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Attention Mining Suppliers
Looking for sales leads?

Lighten your work load with
International Mining’s
Project E-Newsletter!

IM Project News is an e-newsletter that is sent out

every two weeks updating you completely and succinctly

on the latest:

■ Mining prefeasibility and feasibility studies 

■ Decisions to go into production 

■ Achievements of first production 

■ Decisions to expand 

■ Names of key project personnel 

■ New players arising from IPO's and M&A activity 

■ Now including bonus in-depth quarterly analysis of

global projects from the Raw Materials Group

(www.rmg.se) 

We know of no single source for the comprehensive

project news now available throughIM Project News.

Extracting and compiling this information, frequently

and consistently, into a searchable listing would take

many, many search hours. IMPN does the work for you,

providing you with a comprehensive and concise single-

source prospect list of mining operations and personnel

for targeted equipment sales, consulting services,

management services, and investment analysis. 

The newsletter covers hardrock mining, fuel minerals

and industrial minerals. In each case, wherever possible,

website contact details are provided for those who want

to do further research.

Don’t miss out, subscribe today by going to:

http://corporate.im-mining.com/subscribeprojnews.asp

and start receivingIMPN straight away or contact 

Emma Smith at emma@im-mining.com for a free trial. 
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C&Q
Editor’s Note

Welcome to the first issue of CRUSHING & QUARRYING. C&Q is the first magazine in 
its field to cover the crushing & quarrying industry in India. We at Media Dimensions are 
very happy to bring to you a magazine that has not been brought out before.

C&Q will carry news, technology articles, interviews, corporate profiles and more from the 
crushing & Quarrying industry. We will be publishing articles on crushing, screening, 
aggregates, drilling, blasting, washing, cement, loading, hauling and excavation, quarrying 
and much much more.

The global market for construction aggregates is expected to increase 5.2%/year to 2015 to 
48.3 billion tonnes. While this represents a slower rate of growth than during 2005-2010, 
reflecting a moderation in aggregates-intensive non-building construction activity, 
demand for construction aggregates will still post solid gains from 2010-2015. China alone 
will account for half of all new aggregates demand worldwide during the period but the 
Asia Pacific region, and particularly India, will register the largest increases in product 
sales, as construction activity rises rapidly in the world's two most populous countries. 
Further analysis by Freedonia shows that in 2010 the Indian market for construction 
aggregates was 2.2 billion tonnes, the second largest national market in the world behind 
China.

Between 2005-2010 sales of construction aggregates products in India grew 9.3%, spurred 
by high levels of construction activity. Especially strong was non-building and non-
residential building spending, due to rapid infrastructure expansion and business capital 
investment. Nevertheless, intensity of aggregates use relative to India's population is low 
(well below regional and world averages) reflecting its severe infrastructural needs.

Indeed, it is noted by the organisers of bC India 2013 (a bauma/ConExpo show being held 
in Mumbai from 5-8 February) that after a slowdown in road projects in 2011, the road 
construction sector in India picked up in 2012.  With the National Highways Authority of 
India (NHAI) awarding new projects under the public-private partnership (PPP) 
programmes and project execution picking up from 2011, the Indian construction industry 
is “looking at making up for lost time with a flow of funds and EPC (engineering, 
procurement and construction) contracts in 2012.”

The NHAI awarded about 4,375km of roads in the first nine months of 2012, as against 
4,553km during 2011; 3,338km during 2010 and 643km in 2009. The third quarter of 2012 
itself saw about 1,898km of projects being awarded. Notably, the new road projects are part 
of the Rs. 3 lakh crore (US$70 billion) National Highways Development Program (NHDP) 
aimed at developing 50,000km of national highways in seven phases by 2015. However, 
the private sector is expected to contribute 44% of the total projected spend of $100 billion 
on roads and highways over India's 12th Five-Year Plan (2012-17).

Under the NHDP, Phases I and II comprise 14,145km of connecting and upgrading of the 
highways between the four metropolitan cities of Mumbai, New Delhi, Chennai and 
Kolkata (the 5,800km Golden Quadrilateral); connecting the tourist destination of Srinagar 
in northern India with Kanyakumari in the far south; Silchar with Porbandar, and 12 major 
ports and several other important national highways. 
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Topics to be covered in 
forthcoming issues

Ÿ Crushing Static & Mobile
Ÿ Screening Static & Mobile
Ÿ Aggregates
Ÿ Loading, Hauling & Excavation
Ÿ Washing
Ÿ Concrete Plants, Equipment & Applications
Ÿ Quarrying Profiles and Technology
Ÿ

Ÿ Dewatering Pumps
Ÿ Corporate profiles

Breaking, Drilling & Blasting
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The nature of the crushing and screening industry demands reliable 
machines that can deliver efficiency over long periods.

One of the leading Crushing and Screening manufacturing conglomerate 
based in India.

Kiran Trivedi Group has come a long way in the Indian Stone Industry. 
With expertise, knowledge the company has turned to a fully fledged 
organization which caters to clients not only in India but all over the 
world.

Mr. Y. Srinivas Reddy - Managing Director- Bevcon tells us about the 
company, their products and expansion plans

Bevcon Wayors in technical collaboration with multiple foreign 
companies has successfully brought new generation conveying systems 
and techniques to the Indian market.

Primary crushing plants for quarrying and in-pit crushing

JCB aims high with £45mn investment in six-cylinder engine

he global market for construction aggregates is expected to increase 
5.2%/year to 2015 to 48.3 billion tonnes. 
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World Focus

Sandvik selects Volvo Penta 

for its new UH450E tertiary 

crusher

Following market demands and special requests from customers, 
Sandvik decided to develop a new, more efficient mobile tertiary 
crusher with an innovative structure of the unit that would guarantee 
high screening performance. Sandvik says that the new UH450E 
track-mounted tertiary crusher now fills a gap in the Sandvik range 
of crushers, and has become “a productive unit of highest quality 
ballast end products with a number of new effective characteristics.” 
Unlike previous product generations, the UH450E is electrically 
powered. The process is powered by a Volvo Penta power pack 
model TAD1651GE power generation engine installed in a 
soundproof container. “Compared with previous models, this much-
requested feature improves the energy efficiency of the unit. Low 
fuel consumption, uptime and the good reputation of Volvo Penta 
engines were Sandvik's main reasons for selecting a Volvo Penta 
engine for the new UH450E crusher,” says Sandvik. Volvo Penta's 
TAD1651GE engine offers 505kVA prime power, and 556 kVA 
standby power, at 1,500rpm, and meets Stage IIIA/Tier 3 emission 
legislation. Volvo Penta and Sandvik signed a cooperation 
agreement with the goal to enhance the long-term competitiveness of 
Sandvik's

McCloskey International's V80 

vertical shaft impactor for 

sealing aggregates

McCloskey International's V80 vertical shaft impactor (VSI) has 
been designed for producing high specification sealing aggregates; a 
high proportion of fines required for main roads/road-base or 
manufactured sand. The heavy-duty, track-mounted VSI, which 
made its North American debut recently, has a Cemco Turbo T-80 
VSI crusher and a C13 Cat engine producing 320kW.  The 
McCloskey V80 offers a number of internal rotor/rockbox/anvil 
configurations that are suited for a variety of applications, and the 
V80's feed rate is controlled via a control panel, remote control or 
fully automatic regulation via feedback from the VSI. The main 
conveyor has a large stockpile capacity as a result of the standard 
extended conveyor, and the large access between crusher discharge 
and the main conveyor feedboot. The V80 also features an integrated 
hopper with folding rear door. The control panel has machine 
diagnostics that McCloskey says can reduce downtime for 
maintenance. Said to be easy to move from site to site, the V80 has 

Lafarge’s €200mn to speed 

Indian development

French-based international building material group Lafarge is to 
raise €200 million to speed development in India. It has signed an 
agreement to raise the finance through capital increase subscribed by 
Baring Private Equity Asia, and representing a 14% minority stake in 
its Indian subsidiary, Lafarge India. The transaction, which is subject 
to the approval of local regulatory authorities, will accelerate 
Lafarge’s growth plans in India in all its product lines: cement, 
aggregates and concrete. Lafarge says India is an important market 
for the group which has been present in this fast-evolving market for 
the past 15 years. The group says it will continue to grow in India and 
provide innovative products and solutions to accompany India’s 
urbanisation needs, particularly in the housing and infrastructure 
sectors. Baring Private Equity Asia is one of the largest and most 
established independent private equity companies in Asia and 
advises funds that manage over US$5 billion (€3.9 billion) in 
committed capital.

India's Geneva cement pact 

Indian cement majors, including ACC, Shree Cement and 
UltraTech, have signed a cooperation pact to support low-carbon 
investments in India.  The pact was signed in Geneva, Switzerland, 
with member companies of the World Business Council for 
Sustainable Development's (WBCSD) Cement Sustainability 
Initiative (CSI) and International Finance Corporation (IFC).  “This 
will be the first roadmap to focus on one specific industrial sector in a 
single country,” says the WBCSD.  The India roadmap is being 
developed by the WBCSD's CSI and the International Energy 
Agency (IEA). The IEA will be bringing in expertise in data analysis 
and modelling, and roadmap development.  The technical 
consultancy will be provided by the Confederation of Indian 
Industry and the National Council for Cement and Building 
Materials. Under the pact, a low carbon technology roadmap for the 
Indian cement industry is being released in the early part of 2013, and 
will provide a possible transition path for the cement industry to 
reduce its direct emissions by 18% by 2050.  “While public policy 
responses are critical in addressing climate change, the private sector 
also plays a leading role in providing innovative business solutions.  
We view the roadmap project as an initiative to share best practices in 
sustainabili ty,” says Ramesh Ramanathan, manager,  
(manufacturing, agri business and services), IFC South Asia.  CSI 
member companies represent over 65% of the country's cement 
production, and others involved with the roadmap include Dalmia 
Bharat Cement; Heidelberg Cement India; Jaypee Cements; Lafarge 
India Private; My Home Industries; CRH; Shree Digvijay Cement 
(Cimpor Group), and Zuari Cement. 



The delivery of safe, reliable and efficient
power solutions to mines is a complex
engineering challenge

Booming Indian aggregates 
market

Reporter

T greenfield investment is Metso Park, a state-of the-art facility in 
he global market for construction aggregates is expected to Alwar, Rajasthan. “During the past five years we have significantly 

increase 5.2%/year to 2015 to 48.3 billion tonnes. While this strengthened our presence in Asia, particularly in India, and our 
represents a slower rate of growth than during 2005-2010, ability to serve our customers locally. The investment will also 
reflecting a moderation in aggregates-intensive non-building significantly improve our competitiveness not only in India, but in 
construction activity, demand for construction aggregates will still the entire Asia Pacific market area. In terms of our image, Metso 
post solid gains from 2010-2015. China alone will account for half Park is an integral complement to our supply and manufacturing 
of all new aggregates demand worldwide during the period but the network,” says Matti Kähkönen, president of Metso's Mining and 
Asia Pacific region, and particularly India, will register the largest Construction Technology. The company has embarked on 
increases in product sales, as construction activity rises rapidly in manufacturing a version of its Lokotrack in India with the prototype 
the world's two most populous countries. Further analysis by of the Lokotrack C1000, which was manufactured in just 11 months 
Freedonia shows that in 2010 the Indian market for construction and which is adjusted for the Indian market.
aggregates was 2.2 billion tonnes, the second largest national 
market in the world behind China. Sudhir Srivastava, senior vice president, Asia Pacific, Mining and 

Construction Technology, says: “The first prototype is a marvellous 
Between 2005-2010 sales of construction aggregates products in example of knowledge sharing, continuous development and a true 
India grew 9.3%, spurred by high levels of construction activity. collaboration demonstrated by our teams in India and Finland 
Especially strong was non-building and non-residential building respectively.”  Phase III of the NHDP involves upgrading 
spending, due to rapid infrastructure expansion and business capital 12,109km of national highways between state capitals, important 
investment. Nevertheless, intensity of aggregates use relative to tourist places, and economically important areas, while Phase IV 
India's population is low (well below regional and world averages) comprises two-laning of 20,000km of single/intermediate/ two-
reflecting its severe infrastructural needs. Indeed, it is noted by the lane national highways. Phase V comprises upgrading 6,500km of 
organisers of bC India 2013 (a bauma/ConExpo show being held in existing four-lane highways and other selected stretches. Phase VI 
Mumbai from 5-8 February) that after a slowdown in road projects develops 1,000km of fully access-controlled expressways, and 
in 2011, the road construction sector in India picked up in 2012.  Phase VII will see the construction of stand-alone ring roads, 
With the National Highways Authority of India (NHAI) awarding bypasses, grade separators, flyovers, elevated roads, tunnels, road 
new projects under the public-private partnership (PPP) overbridges, underpasses, and service roads across the country.
programmes and project execution picking up from 2011, the Indian 
construction industry is “looking at making up for lost time with a “As the market gears up to the sudden surge of new road projects, 
flow of funds and EPC (engineering, procurement and EPC [engineering, procurement and construction] contractors and 
construction) contracts in 2012.” construction equipment companies are struggling to maintain their 

order book growth. Many prefer to enter the PPP format by 
The NHAI awarded about 4,375km of roads in the first nine months undertaking projects on build-operate-transfer (BOT) basis and 
of 2012, as against 4,553km during 2011; 3,338km during 2010 and several are forming special purpose vehicles (SPVs) to execute 
643km in 2009. The third quarter of 2012 itself saw about 1,898km projects. “Hectic project management, equipment hiring and sub-
of projects being awarded. Notably, the new road projects are part of contraction are leading construction companies to look for 
the Rs. 3 lakh crore (US$70 billion) National Highways technological advanced and efficient solutions for project 
Development Program (NHDP) aimed at developing 50,000km of execution. The sector is showing increased interest in ready-made 
national highways in seven phases by 2015. However, the private platforms that share technology updates in construction equipment 
sector is expected to contribute 44% of the total projected spend of from across the world. Indian and international construction 
$100 billion on roads and highways over India's 12th Five-Year equipment players hence exhibit at bC India 2013 to showcase their 
Plan (2012-17). equipment and attract buyers from the Indian construction 

industry,” observe the organisers.  

Under the NHDP, Phases I and II comprise 14,145km of connecting 
and upgrading of the highways between the four metropolitan cities All this is good news for quarry operations and equipment 
of Mumbai, New Delhi, Chennai and Kolkata (the 5,800km Golden manufacturers in or supplying India, whose GDP is increasing at 6-
Quadrilateral); connecting the tourist destination of Srinagar in 8% annually, particularly as demand for construction aggregates is 
northern India with Kanyakumari in the far south; Silchar with expected to increase 8.5%/year to 3.3 billion tonnes up to 2015, 
Porbandar, and 12 major ports and several other important national which will represent the fastest pace of any nation worldwide.  
highways. “This growth in sales will be fuelled by a significant expansion in 

non-building activity, which comprises 70% of aggregates demand 
by volume. This infrastructural expansion will also be reflected in a Metso claims that 40% of aggregates for the Golden Quadrilateral 
sizable increase in intensity of aggregate use from 2010-2015, as are produced using its equipment, and the company's single largest 
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construction equipment; machining carbide tools for 
automobile and energy; material technology and 
ventures, and material handling equipment for oil 
refineries.”  He said mining, construction and machining 
tools division were the key drivers of growth for the 
company in India.  

According to the Indian Cement Manufacturers 
Association, there are nearly 140 large cement plants; 
over 360 mini cement plants, and 40 players in the 
industry, which depends mainly on industrial activities; 
housing/of ces; construction activities and investment in 
the infrastructure sector.  This means there is a huge 
demand for cement in India with its ever-increasing 
requirement for infrastructure, which also includes the 
expanding Special Economic Zones (SEZs) being 
developed across the country. Since 2006, of the 585 
SEZs approved, 381 have been notified of which 143 
SEZs are already exporting. Indeed, SEZs now export in 

spending on both new structures and maintenance of existing excess of Rs. 3,00,000 crore ($55.28 billion) accounting 
structures will expand,” says the study.  Building construction will for over 28% of the country's total exports, and provide 
post solid gains as well, further boosting aggregates demand in direct employment to over 700,000 people.  India's 330 
India.  Representing two-fifths of all aggregates sales in India, million tonne cement industry grew by 6.4% in 2012 following an 
crushed stone is the most commonly utilised type of construction increase in demand in the second six months. “India's cement 
aggregate, followed by sand and gravel, each of which accounted market is expected to see demand growth rate double and pricing 
for 29% of demand in 2010.  Recycled, secondary and other power improve in FY13-14,” says a research report by financial 
aggregates represented only 3% of all aggregates sales in the same investment group Anand Rathi. 
year, but this segment is growing at a rapid pace, increasing 7%/year 
from 2005-2010. The majority of aggregates production in India is “It is anticipated that the cement industry players will continue to 
in the hands of small and medium-sized companies, which include increase their annual cement output in coming years and the 
such companies as Blue Aggregates and SRS Group. According to country's cement production will grow at a compound annual 
the study, French group Lafarge is the only major foreign multi- growth rate (CAGR) of around 12% during 2011-12 and 2013-14 to 
national with significant quarrying operations in India. Lafarge reach 303 million tonnes,” according to the Indian Cement Industry 
entered the Indian market in 1999 through its cement business with Forecast to 2012 report from industry research group RNCOS.  By 
the acquisition of Tata Steel's cement activity. This acquisition was entering India in 2006, Heidelberg Cement India (HCIL) says it 
followed by the purchase of the Raymond Cement facility in 2001. continued its strategy of making targeted investments in fast-
Lafarge currently has four cement plants in India: two plants in the growing markets. With the acquisition of majority stakes in Mysore 
state of Chhattisgarh and grinding units in Jharkhand and West Cements and Cochin Cements and the participation in Indorama 
Bengal. Cement, it secured a good base for supplying the attractive growth 

regions of Mumbai, Bangalore, and Bhopal. Following the merger 
In recent years, Lafarge has significantly enlarged its operations with Indorama Cement, Mysore Cements was renamed Heidelberg 
across its three business divisions (cement, aggregates and Cement India in 2009. In India, the German-based group 
concrete), and an established presence across all the major cities and Heidelberg Cement operates two cement plants and three grinding 
towns in India. Lafarge is today the market leader in the ready-mix facilities in the south and west as well as in central India, while 
concrete business with over 80 plants, following its acquisition of Swiss-based group Holcim's two group companies, ACC and 
L&T/Larsen & Toubro Concrete.  “To make advances in building Ambuja Cements with a combined annual capacity of 45 million 
materials, Lafarge places the customer at the heart of its concerns. It tonnes and nationwide presence makes Holcim the second-biggest 
offers the construction industry and the general public innovative player in the market.
solutions bringing greater safety, comfort and quality to their 
everyday surroundings while leaving lighter trace on the world,” 
says the group. “Safety is the cornerstone of the company's 
performance culture and long-standing people-centric tradition. All 
Lafarge India plants have an innate culture of safety consciousness 
and assured best-in-class health and safety standards.” 

Cement production is also an industry that plays a major part in 
India's economy, the country being the world's second largest 
producer of quality cement.  Sandvik Asia is also investing in India: 
some Rs 1,000 crore (over $180 million) over the next three years 
and it has targeted sales turnover of Rs 7,000 crore ($1.28 billion) by 
2015.  “India is a fast-growing and developing market for Sandvik,” 
says Ajay Sambrani, managing director at Sandvik Asia.  “We are 
investing heavily in expanding and strengthening all  ve of our 

business verticals such as mining equipment; 

Reporter
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Crushing equipment developmentCrushing equipment development
T blockages, reduces wear and increases the performance of the entire 

he nature of the crushing and screening industry demands plant.”
reliable machines that can deliver efficiency over long periods. 
Equally as important is that the machines must be able to stand up to An MR 110 Z EVO plant has recently been used on recycling in 
demanding conditions and heavy usage, be they mobile or static. In Xuchang, Henan Province, China, crushing demolition material, 
recent years, quarry operations have been turning to mobile units where the feed material has an average size of 0-900mm (in some 
which, being compact and self-driven, allow them to operate close cases 1,000mm) and is crushed to a size of 0-32mm. It is recycled 
to the quarry site, thereby curtailing the use of large conveyors belts for use in the manufacture of various products, such as cement and 
and in turn offsetting recurring operating maintenance costs. They bricks or used as a subgrade material in road construction. 
can usually be commissioned and dismantled in days, keeping Performance tests are said to show feed capacities of as much as 
residual losses at a minimum. 350tonnes/hour. According to David Zhao of Wirtgen Group sales 

and service company Wirtgen China, the Kleemann fulfilled its 
However, despite the many benefits provided by mobile plants, demands in terms of reliability and performance. The MR 110 ZS 
fixed crushing and screening plants often have an edge for EVO boasts a standalone double-deck grizzly, but also high-
operations in high output quarries that are operated over a number performance electromagnets and a screening unit including 
of years. For example, if a plant has a throughput in excess of oversize grain return conveyor whose screen surface is 40% larger 
500tonnes/hour, or 1 million tonnes/year, based on eight-hour days in comparison to the predecessor model. A fully hydraulic and 
and five days/week, large fixed crushers and screens can prove the automatic gap setting permits the crusher gap to be adjusted to the 
best option. Mobile plants would be ideal to meet aggregate exact millimetre using the touch panel when the rotor is running. 
throughput between 250-500tonnes/hour. Major manufacturers 
supply both configurations, and following the market launch of its “A safe operating environment is created by practical solutions. 
new generation of mobile impact crushers, Kleemann's Mobirex When service points can be reached easily, the possibility of 
EVO plants (part of the company's Contractor Line) have been used dangerous situations diminishes,” says Timo Nakari, product 
for diverse applications worldwide. manager with Metso, which has just launched its “most advanced 

mobile jaw crusher” with optional electric (weighs 63tonnes) or 
“When a new machine is developed from scratch, the moment of hydraulic drive (57tonnes). The Lokotrack LT120 from Metso is 
truth - the market launch - always strikes sooner or later, and no built around the new C120 jaw crusher and uses the same field-
matter how well or how diligently the preparations and testing work proven technology seen in Metso's tracked units for more than 26 
may have been, this is a time when various questions arise,” say years. The electrically driven version, the Lokotrack LT120E, can 
experts from Kleemann. “In terms of performance and fuel draw its energy from either an external power supply or a 420kV on-
consumption, both the MR 110 and the MR 130 have demonstrated board diesel generator. “Good examples of safety built in to the 
what is possible in their size class when the right concept is applied. LT120 include sturdy, easy-to-open, composite flywheel guards 
The new material flow concept, which ensures that there is no and hydraulically folding and locking feed hopper sides,” says 
restriction to the flow of the material, successfully prevents the Nakari. 
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Crushing with the new Metso Nordberg HP3 cone crusher 
garnered interest among its French customers 

delivered to the Poysdorf-based company (60km north-east of the 
capital Vienna) in December, 2011, and now delivers as a flexible 
mobile unit for operation at Poyss's construction sites, as well as in a 
fixed role at the certified Niederabsdorf recycling plant. Established 
more than 80 years ago as a transport company, Poyss now offers a 
varied range of services in its home region of Lower 
Austria, and Leopold is the third generation of the owner's family.

Poyss operates a fleet of more than 30 vehicles, primarily used in the 
transport of building supplies and agricultural bulk materials, and it 
also has specialised vehicles for municipal waste disposal and street 
maintenance, but the main focus of the business is on construction 
and processing construction materials, and for this it operates a fleet 
of around 40 specialised machines. This equipment is used to 
service street and highway projects, earthmoving, underground 
engineering, as well as the dismantling of buildings: these elements 
of the business being closely linked with Poyss's production of 
construction materials through the recycling of demolition 
materials.

Machinery used in Poyss at its certified sand and ballast production 
units at its five quarries primarily comprise mobile screening plants 
with a down-stream washing plant. Recycling operations take place Metso say the Lokotrack LT120 can be fine-tuned to suit particular 
either at a dedicated site at its 25-hectare Niederabsdorf quarry (the applications by selecting various options, ranging from, for 
company's largest production unit) or in the case of large example, a long main conveyor and hammer and boom to a water-
dismantling projects, on site.  The Poyss operation now comprises spraying system and rubber linings for the feeder and hopper. The 
three mobile screening plants and two mobile crushers which Lokotrack LT120 features a 310kW Caterpillar C13 engine, and for 
alternate between the production of raw materials and recycling of transportation it is 16m long; 3m wide and 3.9m high. The 
waste construction materials. Depending on the materials to be company's HP3 cone crusher, which follows on from the HP4 and 
recycled and the products to be produced, the company uses a HP5 features the size of an HP200 with the output of an HP300. “As 
tracked impact crusher and a powerful jaw crusher either the power, performance and robustness of the new generation 
independently or in a combined crusher train.models allow, in certain cases, the replacement of two crushers by 

just one, investment, production and operation costs are greatly 
Leopold Poyss, manager of the company, comments: “We had just reduced.”
started to think about investing in a new [jaw crusher] unit and 
began to look for suitable machines last summer. We needed a The HP3 has been tested at two different quarry sites in France over 
compact, highly mobile machine that can be handled equally well in the past seven months at a gravel pit and a rock quarry, and several 
cramped construction sites and at the recycling plant where it would orders have already been received for secondary and tertiary 
be required to track under its own power to process various applications. HP3 has a nominal feed opening of 220mm, a motor 
materials. Additionally we expected a constant minimum output of size of up to 220kW and it weighs 13,280kg. Also in France, Tesab 
120tonnes/hour.” Poyss consulted with its long-term supplier, has installed its new 623CT compact impact crusher in a quarry. 
Klöcher BAG Aufbereitungstechnik, which had previously “The new facelift features include a hydraulic folding hopper 
supplied the company with an Extec S-4 screening plant (now design which brings total transport height to under 3.4m. This was a 
named a Sandvik QA440) and a Fintec 640 (QE330) scalping key aspect of the sale, as strict transport guidelines are enforced for 
screen. At Steinexpo 2011 (the German quarry-based trade show for heights above this,” says Leon Connolly, sales and marketing 
the construction industry) Leopold Poyss saw Sandvik's latest manager.
technology.

“The new hydraulic folding hopper feature means the 623CT is 
even more 'European friendly' and can increase its presence for 
secondary and tertiary crushing.” Weighing 26tonnes, it has an 
increased performance output of 150tonnes/hour and can be 
integrated into existing crushing and screening setups; can be used 
separately as a stand-alone unit or positioned as a secondary crusher 
after a primary jaw crusher. It can also be positioned under the 
oversize belt of most tracked screening plants to close the circuit. 
Higher tonnages are available using the Tesab 1412T, which has the 
same design principle as the 623CT and can produce up to 
350tonnes/hour.

When Austrian company Poyss required a new machine to replace 
an old jaw crusher after a service life of over 12 years, 
manager Leopold Poyss plumped for the new tracked 
Sandvik QJ241, the company's smallest mobile jaw 
crusher. The crusher, the first QJ241 in Austria, was 
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“We were so impressed with the demonstrations, particularly with On the other hand, the Warrior 2400, the largest machine in 
all the developments in the detail of the machinery that really have Powerscreen's Warrior range, is designed for large-scale operators 
advanced this proven technology even further,” says Poyss.  The in the quarrying and mining sectors, and is capable of handling 
QJ241 weighs just over 34tonnes and the single-toggle crusher has a larger feed sizes and has an output potential of up to 
feed opening of 1,000mm x 650mm allowing production of up to 800tonnes/hour. Features include a heavy-duty incline screen with a 
225tonnes/hour depending on the material and the required final high amplitude triple-shaft drive mechanism, lending it to 
material size. In Poyss's recycling operation 120-150tonnes/hour screening, scalping, two or three-way splitting and stockpiling 
may be achieved when producing a 0/70mm end product. The materials such as aggregates, topsoil, coal, construction, demolition 
reversible-jaw crusher accepts a maximum feed size of 500mm, and waste and iron ore. Terex Finlay's I-110RS horizontal impact 
a hydraulic wedge adjustment allows a CSS (closed side setting) crusher has tracked mobility for use in recycling and quarrying 
range of 50-150mm. applications.It features a 1.000mm x 1.000mm hydrostatic drive 

impact chamber with variable speed offering, and an advanced 
A PLC system controls both the level sensor at the crusher in-feed, electronic control system monitors and controls the speed of the 
and the rpm of the main conveyor. Minimisation of operating costs rotor and regulates the heavy-duty vibrating feeder with integrated 
has been achieved via load-optimised control of the hydraulics and pre-screen to maintain a consistent feed of material into the impact 
the use of a 168kW Cat C7.1 Acert engine that is compliant with EU chamber while maintaining optimal crushing conditions. Powered 
Stage IIIb emissions. From Powerscreen comes the XH500 by a Tier 4i Scania DC9 70A 257kW engine, the I-110RS, based on 
horizontal shaft impact crusher that represents the latest generation the Terex Finlay I-110 also features a quick 3,660mm x 1,520mm 
of highly versatile track mobile crusher, designed for processing double-deck screen for sizing and recirculating oversize material 
large volumes of soft to medium-hard primary and secondary back to the crushing chamber.
materials such as natural rock and construction derived materials 
including asphalt, recycling and demolition waste. The XH500 has “The sizing screen can be quickly detached for applications that do 
been designed for excellent reduction and maximum throughput of not require resizing or recirculation of materials for further 
up to 500tonnes/hour, and is said to be ideally suited to contract processing,” says Brian Pauley, marketing manager. 
crushing due to its high productivity and ease of set-up, operation “Material from the pre-screen can be diverted to a stockpile via the 
and maintenance. Key features include vibrating pan feeder, optional bypass conveyor, or it may join the crushed product on the 
double-deck live pre-screen, feeder load management system, main belt. Standard hopper capacity is 5m³ but folding hydraulic 
under pan feeder, efficient crusher direct-drive system, crusher extensions are available. “Start-up time for the I-110RS is minimal, 
hydraulic overload protection, hydraulic raise and lower product with the machine ready for crushing in less than five minutes.” 
conveyor for rebar removal, new PLC control system and 
stockpiling capacities.

Tesab has installed its new 623CT
 compact impact crusher in a 

French quarry 

Austrian company Poyss replaced an 
old jaw crusher with a new tracked 

Sandvik QJ241
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Brave new world

Reviewing mining software
developments in mine
design, scheduling and
management, Paul Moore
highlights the importance
of functionality across the
board, and some exciting
developments in the area
of 3D visualisation

Profile

SINGH is one of the leading 

Crushing and Screening 

manufacturing conglomerate 

based in India.

S

Jaw Crushers

ability to help you decide the right choice and the sequence of 
ince 1964, the company is engaged in designing, machines for your need.

manufacturing and supplying World Class Quarry equipment. 
Right from its inception, SINGH has been a pioneer. SINGH Well trained engineers with vast experience of the field help 
has never feared exploring new horizons in its quest to you do just that.
increase value in its products and services offerings. Today, SINGH products are known to be reliable yet rugged and 
SINGH is proud of its world class manufacturing facilities simple. Coupled with the fact that the machines are easy to 
based in different parts of the country. SINGH's endeavor has use and provide superior functional and operational 
always been to provide ultra reliable equipment to its parameters, is unparalleled output capacity. This has led to 
customers and has made most use of latest manufacturing remarkable improvement in efficiency and productivity.
techniques to achieve this goal.

With the ever stringent getting norms and competition, its best 
Reliability and Service are the bywords at SINGH. The that you let our engineers choose the best layout of machines 
company has a proper ratio of senior & young technocrats. in your crushing and screening unit. The benefits are many. 
Along with the invaluable experience of the seniors and the Firstly you get the advantage of working with a team that has a 
dynamism as well as eagerness of young team members, wide experience of working in different parts of the world. This 
CUSTOMER delight has been an achievable term. In most team will assist you right from the conceptualization of your 
parts of the country, a crusher is synonymous with the name plant to the final stage. Secondly, all the equipments are inter-
SINGH with more than 15000 installations worldwide. The tuned. Based on your needs of the input and output and 
Company's focus has always been to Be Fair. Fair to its conditions, you can choose from a wide array of SINGH 
customers, Fair to suppliers, Fair to work men. equipments. Our technical expertise will help you set up a 

plant which will have lowest capital investments along with 
The Company has been tremendous growth pattern for the lowest running costs there by greatly enhancing your Profits!
last 4 decades only due to its valued customers. The 
Company has thus dedicated all its resources to delight its 
customers by providing them with Quality products and 
services. JC range of Jaw crushers is synonymous with excellent 

reliability. The modern design offers numerous mounting 
The company's skilled engineers and technicians have configurations which along-with high quality cast steel 
achieved near perfect operational excellence to deliver components, world- class premium self aligning bearings 
machines with superior and uncompromising workmanship, deliver low cost per ton of crushing. The extensive range of JC 
quality and reliability. The company has been able to create crushers can meet various output requirements from 10 Tons 
an environment of reliability in the mind of its valued per hour to 900 Tons per hour. The modern JC series is based 
customers by timely delivery of the machines and services on many years of product development in the most arduous 
that meet or exceed customer expectations. The passion to conditions. All JC crushers are made as per IS 4254 
adhere to best engineering practices has been the company's standards in state of the art ISO 9001:2000 certified units. The 
internal slogan and the dedicated team of engineers and JC series of crushers comply with all International Standards 
technicians do all in their capacity to uphold this slogan. in terms of performance.  The crushers are being widely used 

in crushing applications of blasted stone, river gravel, 
The ability to adopt, design, manufacture and supply high limestone, iron ore, ore mining in metallurgical plants and 
tonnage turn-key plants has been the key to the company's recycling industries.
success. Always moving upwards, SINGH's inclination to 
take up challenges head on is instrumental in its The Main advantages of JC range of CRUSHERS are:
establishment. As important as the large, in fact the largest 
range of crushing and screening equipment in India is the HIGHER OUTPUT: JC Jaw Crushers deliver higher output 
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crushers very operator friendly. The hydraulic adjustment is 
very easy to use and can be conveniently adjusted during 
operation. 

Whether stationary or mobile, your most reliable choice is 
SINGH Cone Crushers! 

The Main advantages of SINGH CONE CRUSHERS are:

HIGHER OUTPUT: JC Jaw Crushers deliver higher output 
compared to similar sized jaw crushers due to:

· Sharper nip angle

· Deeper crushing chamber

· Higher manganese content wear parts

ROBUST CONSTRUCTION: Special care is taken to 
compared to similar sized jaw crushers due to : ensure that JC Jaw crushers are built to last for a life 

time.· Sharper nip angle

· Deeper crushing chamber    Some key features that help us to deliver are:
· Higher manganese content wear parts · Flux Core - welded body frame designed using 

superior 3-D software
ROBUST CONSTRUCTION: Special care is taken to 

· Stress relieved body frameensure that JC Jaw crushers are built to last for a life 
time. · Forged, special alloy crankshaft

· Imported, self aligning spherical roller bearings
Some key features that help us to deliver are :

· Flux Core - welded body frame designed using 
superior 3-D software

· Stress relieved body frame

· Forged, special alloy crankshaft

· Imported, self aligning spherical roller bearings

Reliably, economically & efficiently is how end products are 
crushed in SINGH Cone crushers. Incorporating the latest 
crusher knowledge, SINGH Cone crushers deliver end 
products with high crushing efficiency & end product quality; 
coupled with low cost per ton. 

The use of high quality steel components has ensured 
excellent reliability and safe operations. From the extra heavy 
duty main shaft, premium roller bearings to the extremely 
functional hydraulic power-pack, quality is the main focus.

SINGH Cone crushers are designed to give maximum 
performance in a wide variety of crushing: from sand crushing SINGH QUARRY EQUIPMENT (P) LTD.
to secondary crushing: from stationary to mobile applications. 

B-22/47, N.I.C.E., SATPUR,The best feature of SINGH Cone crushers is adaptability. This 
is possible due to a special crusher design that enables NASHIK - 422 007
choice of various crushing geometries: in the same crusher! 

INDIA

Phone : +91 253 2351741, 2351742Special attention has been paid to ensure a wider feed 
opening as compared to similar sized cone crushers; there by Email : sales@singhcrushers.com
permitting use of Primary Jaw crushers at large closed side 
settings. This not only helps in increasing the through put of 
the crushing plant but also minimizes wear & tear. SINGH ENGINEERING WORKS

C-2, MIDC, SATPUR,
Advanced automation, easy adjustment and minimum 

NASHIK - 422 007.maintenance points have made the SINGH BULLET Cone 

Cone Crusher
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Interview

ALWAYS A STEP AHEAD

Your Ambaji marble quarry was the first to be mechanized by 
Helicoidal wire, diamond wire machine and chainsaw about 
25 years back which brought a revolutionary change in the 
stone mining industry in India. What are the further 
innovations in stone mining?

 You are using CNC machines for carving stone. What do you 
see as the future of this technology?

What are your views on promoting Indian Marble?

Can you please let us know about few of the recent projects 
that you enjoyed working on?

 These machines have increased the production capacity in 
mining industry to a grate extent in the last 25 years. I had 
tried underground mining around 12 years back in my Ambaji 
quarry but could not proceed because of non availability of 
government permission. In my opinion the next step should 
be mining planning by government so that maximum output 
can be achieved from the mines with minimal amount of 
wastage. So the smaller spaces can be merged and a 
systematic mining can take place.

We have done Gurdwaras in Gravesend and Bedford, UK 

day there is a new quarry and new material coming from 
China, Vietnam, Iran, Turkey, and people find it simpler to 
import marble and sell in the local market rather than wasting 
time struggling with the Indian system to obtain permissions 
to start new quarries.

CNC machines are expensive, and require highly skilled 
people for programming, operation, and maintenance. We in 
Ahmedabad find it difficult to find the right manpower. 
Therefore, CNC machined products are more expensive than 
other hand carved products. Of course, the dimensional 
accuracy and finish of CNC machined products is much 
superior. But the demand for quality stone products (read: 
readiness to pay a higher price) is not there in India, even from 
high end buyers. However, the customers abroad are willing We have done many projects in India and abroad (USA, UK) 
to pay for quality products. So we visualize a slow, export with Ambaji White Marble, Jaisalmer Yellow Marble, Kota 
supported growth for the CNC stone processing industry. But Stone, Sandstone and Granite. These stones are used in 
I really enjoy this work. It is a passion with me.Temples and Monuments. But a bigger market is of slab and 

tiles where Indian contribution is not significant. The reason 
being that there are no new quarries been explored in India 
and mining laws are not clear. I had tried few times to improve 
the situation through Group on Marble Development but we 
didn't get a positive outcome from it. On the other hand every 

Kiran Trivedi Group
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Paul Moore visited
some of the latest
pipelines in South
A m e r i c a  a n d
John Chadwick
examines  new
equipment

Interview

where we designed, manufactured and installed the 
stonework. We have employed more than fifty Indian artisans 
in the UK for more than one year. The projects were highly 
satisfying. Our design, and selection of Indian stones, was 
done keeping in mind the need to blend the Indian artistic work 
with the surrounding. And we have also enjoyed doing one 
Jain Temple in Ambaji White Marble and Jaisalmer Yellow in 
Los Angeles, USA.

 I think both are equally important. CAPEXIL and Indian Trade 
Promotion Organization have organized trade fairs in 
important markets such as Australia, China and Japan, which 
has benefitted the entrepreneurs. They should organize more 
of such fairs in consultation with entrepreneurs.

Delivering the best quality in the least possible time.
People by and large prefer natural marble over other 
products. It is only when the demand for natural marble 
products exceeds supply do the substitutes like synthetic or 
agglomerated marble come in. Since the resources for natural 

 Yes, we have been exporting marbles and granites. India has marble are limited, and the productivity is lower, synthetic 
become the cheapest and best source for slabs and tiles. We marble becomes the option. Synthetic marble fills in the gap 
are doing 120 villas in USA with Indian material and some between the demand and supply for the natural marble.
high-end residences in India and abroad.

Ans. We deal with all varieties of marbles and stones. We 
have our own quarries of Ambaji White and Ocean Black The reason is that India is short of skilled manpower. We have 
Marbles. We deal with all type of stones as per customers' cheap labour available, but no organization has taken any 
demands. initiative to impart proper training to our labour. We in Ambaji 

have started a training centre for tribal people with the help of 
Government of Gujarat. We shall train them in polishing 
marble and granite, by hand and using tools, carving, mining 
and thin marble tile processing, and other areas of marble and 
granite processing industry. I have been inspired to involve 
myself in this project after seeing many factories in China 

I would not hesitate to say that our international buyers find where they are using cheap, highly productive trained 
our quality to be the best. manpower to great advantage. We are targeting a trained 

workforce of 5000 tribals over a period of five years.

With government backing we should aggressively identify 
Marketing commodities as branded products is a welcome new markets for our stone products. With exhibitions like 
development. The brand owner will add value by way of those organized by C-DOS we should show-case our 
additional quality assurance as his name will be at stake.products to the rest of the world. Such fairs should be a great 

boost to Indian exports.

Be more Quality Conscious, and try to 
deliver the best in quality. Use more natural 
stone and explore the abundant stone 
resources that are available around the 
country.

concerted marketing strategy of export council or personal 
efforts of entrepreneurs?

What is the underlining philosophy of your Company?
What are your views on natural and synthetic marbles?

Are you into export of marble? Which are your major markets? 
Which variety of marble sees the highest exports?

Many people feel that India is emerging as a big market for 
 What are the varieties of marble and other stones marketed dimensional stones, yet it's hard to find ready to fix stone 
by your company? products in the Indian market. Can you please tell us the 

reasons behind it?

As a leading exporter till date, what differences have you 
observed in the customer's approach to your products and 
that of other Indian stone products in the International 
market?

You might be aware of the fact that there are certain markets 
wherein we are still not much recognized. How can we 

What are your views on branding exercises undertaken by capture those markets?
many stone companies?

What message would you like to convey to 
the aspi r ing new exporters and 
entrepreneurs through this interaction?

What according to you is more effective and useful, a 
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Spotlight

Vijarnia Buildcon 
Pvt Ltd.

E
Aggregates

Construction Aggregates

for that that have established humongous infrastructure unit 
furbished with advanced and latest technology. They also are highly 
focused on timely delivery services with client- centric approach 
and reliability.

The raw material used for manufacturing of these products is 
procured by reliable and certified vendors to maintain the long 
lasting durability of their products. Apart from that, they have a 
team of quality controllers who analyse quality of the products. 
They also manufacture their products in compliance with 
international quality standards. Additionally, they try to keep their 
promise in delivering voluminous orders under the given frame of 
time. Also, they provide and export their products through various 
flexible shipment modes in order to gain the maximum satisfaction 
of clients. As they carry quality oriented features for their products, 
they therefore we are driven by ethical business policies where we 
believe in transparent dealings. 

stablished in the year 2007, at New Delhi, India, “Vijarnia 

Buildcon Pvt. Ltd” are involved in Mining, Crushing, 
Manufacturing, Supplying & Exporting the products like River 
Sands, Fly Ash, Fly Ash Bricks & Building Materials. The high We are prominent Manufacture, Suppliers and exporter of 
spirit of dedication, motivation and optimism of “The KCSC Team” Aggregates, Stone Dusts, Bricks, River Sands, Blast Stones, 
is the biggest strength that them to provide best satisfactory results Concrete Blocks and we have the wide range of Aggregates, Stone 
to their clients on priority basis. As per the requirement and demand Dusts, Bricks, River Sands, Blast Stones, Concrete Blocks. 
of their clients, they have established advanced and sophisticated Manufacture with traditional essence. As a company of 
technology to give the best output as per their need. They are international repute, we have made inroads in the International 
pioneers in the market with the latest innovative products and ideas, market. The reason behind our success is the good quality the 
led by their Director, Mr. Sandeep Singh, the gracious personality products we offer. 
known for his elegance, who carries a vast experience of over 20 

If you are looking for Aggregates, Stone Dusts, Bricks, River Sands, 
years.

Blast Stones, Concrete Blocks, than this is the right place to buy this 
 Aggregates, Stone Dusts, Bricks, River Sands, Blast Stones, 

Concrete Blocks at best price. The efficiency and remarkable performance of their products has 
ramped up their  business all across the globe and are very glad that 
they are getting more and more opportunity to cater to clients at the 
best and elegant level. Their clients are excited about the products 

We serve the best quality of Aggregate all across the nations. 
that they provide and have praised by them a lot. They have installed 

Aggregate is composed of various particles used in construction as 
high-tech machines and equipments to manufacture the exceptional 

foundation. It includes sand, slag, stone and gravel etc. The 
products to their clients. They also have employed highly skilled 

aggregate that we offer acts as reinforcement to add strength to the 
and experienced technicians who are well equipped with vast 

overall composite material which gets used for constructions. The 
knowledge in their respective fields.

product that we offer goes through the quality inspection process. 
We offer this product at reasonable price range.

 They have professionals who have artistic approach in making the  
best out of the worst to keep their clients happy. They have also kept 

Features:
themselves updated with latest updates in the market and keeping 
those updates in mind they provide and schedule regular training · Enhance the Strength
drills, sessions and seminars. They have realized that it is quite · Weather Resistanceimperative to provide the best quality products to their clients and 
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Spotlight

· Durability

 

L-13/415, 

Mahipalpur Extension 

New Delhi-110037, 

Delhi India

 

Mr. Sandeep Singh (Director)

+91 1250-224148

Vijarnia Buildcon Pvt Ltd.

Contact Person

Phone:

Mail id:

svijarnai@yahoo.com,

ssingh070479@gmail.com

www.vijarniabuildconpvtltd.in

info@vijarniabuildconpvtltd.in
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India Global Capitalization, Inc. Wins Three New Quarry Licenses; 

Expects Annual Revenue From Quarries Between $9M to $10M

India Globalization  Capital, Inc. (Amex:   IGC.U, IGC.WT, IGC), a company developing  infrastructure in India, today 
announced that its Indian subsidiary, Sricon  Infrastructure, has won three new quarry licenses and has started work on  two 
existing quarries for the production of construction aggregate, a  category of coarse particulate material used for a wide range of  
construction needs. Sricon now has five site licenses with two installed crushers and is  producing approximately 600,000 metric 
tons of aggregate annually. The  annual production capacity is projected to expand to between 2.5 to 3  million metric tons over the 
next 18 months as the other sites become  operational. The quarries are expected to yield this capacity for five  years. At current 
aggregate prices, IGC projects the annual revenue from  the quarries to be between $9 and $11 million. Sricon has a business order
 backlog estimated at approximately $195 million, and IGC expects completed  projects to generate over $100 million in revenue 
in the current fiscal  year ending March 31, 2009.  According to the Freedonia Group, in 2006, India was the fourth largest  
aggregate market in the world with annual demand of up to 1.1 billion  metric tons. Sales have risen an average of 7.7% annually 
over the past 10  years compared to a global average of approximately 4.4%, with roughly 40%  of the demand being for crushed 
stone. The quarry market is fragmented,  with much of India's aggregate supply coming from small local quarries. Ram Mukunda, 
CEO of IGC, commented: "As we expand our mining and  quarrying business, our medium term objective is to quickly establish  
ourselves as a dominant regional player with a rapidly expanding revenue.  By deploying blasters and rock crushers in quarries 
that we own and operate  we can sell aggregate and also control the cost of an important raw  material used in the construction of 
highways. For example, the price of  aggregate has doubled in the past 24 months. We have broad technical skills  in this sector 
and will be focused on bidding on many more rock quarry,  coal and ore mining licenses, and contracts."  The Government of 
Maharashtra awarded Sricon the licenses, based on a  competitive process in which Sricon demonstrated technical prowess in the
 mining sector including handling blasters in open pit mines, safety record,  logistics, prior experience, financial capability and a 
strong regional  presence.



GTA Climber locos can cope with
inclines of up to 30°

Interaction

Mr. Y. Srinivas 
Reddy - Managing 
Director- Bevcon 
tells us about the 
company, their 
products and 

expansion plans

Please tell us about your company.

Tell us about the range of products under crushing & screening 
segment offered by you?

Tell us something about the research & development that goes 
into manufacturing your products

Can you tell us more about the products for Bulk MHE 
segment.

 
Since our inception as a small start-up company in 1991, we have 
came a long way to achieve a turnover of 250 Cr. for the FY 2010-
2011 with over 300 employees (76% Engineers) and have 
established ourselves as a Premium Brand in Bulk Material 
Handling industry in Medium Enterprise segment. Our success is 
driven by our steadfast emphasis on 3Ps - Plan, Process and People 
to deliver results the right way. We are involved in virtually every 
facet of the Bulk Material Handling and Processing Solutions. Our 
integrated turnkey solutions include custom design, manufacturing, 
installation and servicing of equipment for a full range of bulk 
material handling and processing needs. 

We have three State-of-the-Art manufacturing set-ups in 
Hyderabad with latest Technology & we are the only company in 
India to have all kinds of Crushers, Screens, feeders & Sizers with 
In-house manufacturing facility & Regional offices across India.

Bevcon Wayors exists in the areas of Quarries, Thermal, Biomass 
Power, Steel, Raw Material Handling, Sugar, Fertilizer, Agri, and 
Mining Areas. We have three business verticals Projects, Products 
and Dust Control equipments. With support of our collaborators we 
are in a position to provide fine screening applications, pneumatic 
conveying of various materials of critical applications as well as we 
have unique solutions for space constraint areas through steep angle 
conveyors as well as sand the conveyors for which are capable of 
conveying bulk material in 90 degree vertical and also stock yard 
equipments like stackers and reclaimers.

Bevcon Wayors manufactures various types of crushing screening 
equipments which are standard in nature and also manufactures for 
specific application needs. In crushing segment all our crushers are 
primarily used for Coal / Lignite  / Lime applications like crushing 
of coal of run of mine size of 1200mm to 6mm size they are 
classified as Primary / Territory and Secondary crushers. The type 
of crushers manufactured by Bevcon Wayors is Hammer Mills, 

We at Bevcon Innovation are relentless in processes as and when Reversible Impactors, Ring Granulators, Single & Double Roll 
there is a opportunity to develop an equipment. We always take it as Crushers, and Pulverizers etc.
a window of opportunity. Last year we have developed about 14 
new products related to crushing and screening applications. 

Bevcon Wayors specializes in offering E2E (Engineering to 
Execution) solutions for various bulk material handling needs. We 
have executed more than1000 projects in the last two decades 
covering almost all sectors of material handling industry. We 
manufacture most of the critical equipments like Belt Conveyors, 
Pipe Conveyors, Sidewall Belt Conveyors, Sandwich Conveyors, 
Vibro feeders, Crushers, Screens, Bucket Elevators, Material 
Handling Components, Bag Filters, Pneumatic Conveying 
Equipments and Stackers and Reclaimers.

Bevcon WayorsBevcon Wayors
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Interaction

Need of  skilled manpower is growing day by 
day,  good project managers required to 
executes projects are greater in demand  
challenges of acquiring skilled manpower is 
compounded  further  due to uncertainty in 
market conditions. In India most of the major 
projects are under control of PSUs. There is 

With regard to screens we have almost all ranges and types of definitely going to be brain drain once the private sector gets back in 
screens like Circular Motion, Linear Motion, Banana, Flip Flow, to the lime light. 
Multi Deck Sizers etc in our manufacturing range and they are used 
for coarse, medium and fine sieving applications of any material. Current market situation is purely attributed to improper 
We have a world patented technology for Flip Flow Screen which government policies which has a lot of loop holes and missing 
will be used for screening of very high moisture materials and also clarity leading to total uncertain situation where in we are moving 2 
have Technology Collaborations with FLEXIMAT of Austria and as steps forward  and 3 steps backward the need of the hour is that it 
well ROLLIER of Spain for screens. should tackle these issues on priority keeping aside political in 

differences.
All our crushers and screens are designed and manufactured with 
high reliability factors in place and with lowest Life Cycle Cost 
(LCC) in the industry.

The company specialises in conveyors for 
process industries. What are the various 
types?

What are the applications?

Pollution is a major concern in process 
industries. Is the equipment designed taking 
this into account? 

How is the industry coping with challenges 
like skilled manpower, government 
policies? 

What are your expectations from the government for the 
sector? 

Bevcon Wayors specializes in new generation 
Material Handling Equipments which caters to 
present day demands of Indian process 
industries. Equipments like Steep Angle 
Conveyors, Air Supported Belt Conveyors, 
Sandwich type high angle belt conveyors, Cost 
effective pollution free Pneumatic Conveying 
Systems, Special flip flow screens for high 
moisture material screening applications, High 
efficient Sugar Graders, Fines screening and 
crushing equipments, Stockyard equipments 
like Radial Stackers, Liner stackers and 
reclaimers, Wagon tippler & paddle feeder etc.,

Equipments manufactured by Bevcon Wayors 
will cater to the needs across material handling 
applications  for example  Raw Material 
Handling Systems for Steel Plants, Fuel 
Handling Systems for Coal and Biomas based 
power plants, In-plant Material Handling 
Systems, Ferro Alloy Plants, Sugar, 
Aggregates, Quarries, Lime coke handling 
systems etc.,

Yes Bevcon Wayors has unique advantage 
being sole manufacturer of dust control 
equipments manufacturing along with main 
line material handling projects. In-house 
competency of design engineering and 
manufacturing of pollution control equipments 
has made the organisation competent in 
addressing all pollution related issues of 
process industries by incorporating best 
engineering and manufacturing practices. 
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Feature

Government has to do a lot to improve the current situation
· Identifying the route cause analysis for the present 

concerns 
· Implementing corrective action  on priority
· Fast track clearance of projects in transparent manner
· Giving banks free hand in restructuring the current loans 

extended to the projects.
·  Core group has to be created with more focus on time 

bound deliverables and clearances. Ÿ

· Making bureaucracy accountable for project delays 
· Political consensuses on policy decision is must for the Ÿ

growth of Indian economy
Ÿ

Ÿ

Ÿ

Ÿ

Ÿ

Ÿ

Ÿ

rdOur plan is to expand our manufacturing base by putting up 3  
manufacturing Unit in Hyderabad to manufacture Stackers and 
Reclaimers, Sandwich Conveyors and as we'll as Material Handling 
Components.

What is the USP of your products? Why should the customer 
opt for these when there are choices by the dozen?

Due you have any expansion plans?

How strong / effective is the after sales service?

What are the company's achievements? 

Company has reasonably established itself by the best branding in 
the segment of Medium Material Handling Organisation & some of 
our key achievements include:

- We have been a profit making company since our 
inception and grown at CAGR rate of 45% since 2006.

- Diversification of our business with the establishment of 
group companies – Bevcon Spareng In 1997 to cater to 
spares and Bevcon Zentry in 2004 to cater to High speed 
rapid doors & Warehousing solutions.

- Incorporated best In-house practices like ISO, 5s,
- Streamline backend process through SAP integration. 

Bevcon Wayors is one of the very few select engineering 
companies in SME-ME segment to have full fledged SAP 
integration.

- We also take pride in our In-house development of IT 
services and software for project planning, Design, 
Execution and monitoring.

- Formed In-house research and development group called 
TSG where in innovation breeds for development of new 
generation material handling equipments.

- Only company in SME-ME segment in bulk material 
handling industry to have multiple foreign collaborators 
for technology tie-up for design, manufacture and sale of 
new generation equipments
 M/s Dos Santos, USA for High Angle Sandwich Snake 
Belt conveyors
M/s. Nomasiebtechnik, Germany for High efficient 
Sugar Grader.
M/s. Rollier, Spain for flip flow screen for fine screening 
application
M/s. Fleximat, Austria flip flow screen for critical and 

The USP of the equipments manufactured under brand of BEVCON coarse screening applications
WAYORS M/s. Friedrich, Germany for high efficient Un-balanced 

motors & Exciters.
- Equipments are reliable and efficient in operation M/s. Nanjing Air Conveing, China for Pneumatic 
- Best in Quality -manufactured under In-house  ISO Handling Systems.

certified manufacturing units  M/s. SBS, UK for Steep Angle Cleated Belts.
- Cost effective M/s. Bafang Steel Structure, China for Linear / Radial 
- Best in service Storage Sheds.
- Innovative features in the product  M/s. FMK, Poland for Stockyard Systems / Equipments.
- Low maintenance 
- Higher life cycle
- Collaborations
- Customized product development to meet the client 

needs.

We are very strong in after sales services. As an organisation we 
have established full fledged regional sales and service offices in 
cities like Hyderabad, Pune, Chennai, Jamshedpur, Bhubaneswar, 
Kolkata, Raipur covering almost the whole of India.
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Media Dimensions is happy to bring to you a brand new product 

CRUSHING & QUARRYING

C&Q will cover the whole gamut of crushing, quarrying, conveying, 
hauling, drilling, blasting, static and mobile crushing, screening, 
washing, cement industry, aggregates and more. 

The magazine will carry news, interviews, corporate profiles, 
technology, international articles and more. We will strive to bring you 
the most reliable and trustworthy news and technology updates from 
India and the international platform. C&Q will cater mostly to the Indian 
market and to the international market via e-copies. E-copies will 
initially be distributed to countries such as China, Africa, Australia and 
Germany.

Total Circulation - 20,000

Content - Technology, Case studies, Corporate profiles, Interviews, 
News & Much more

Readership - Engineers, Contractors, Crushing & Quarrying 
Equipment Manufacturers, CEOs, COOs, CFOs, Vehicles 
Manufacturers, Purchase Managers, Quarry Owners, Crushing Unit 
Owners and more

Subscription - Rs. 12,00/- for 12 issues

For more details please contact:
Ms. Hazel Gough
Media Dimensions
Block - III/007
Heritage Estate
Dodaballapur Road
Yelahanka
Bangalore - 560064
Tel:- 080 - 4213 2113



Technology

Bevcon Wayors in technical 

collaboration with multiple foreign 

companies has successfully brought 

new generation conveying systems 

and techniques to the Indian market.

W

2. Sandwich Belt Conveyor

1. Air Supported Belt Conveyor

system the belt is carried on a film of low pressure air within a 
ith increasing space constraints many a times conventional 

trough.
conveying techniques fail to serve the purpose. This has given rise 

to new technologically advanced conveying equipments which 
Air Supported Belt Conveyor is used to convey a wide variety of 

solve a variety of problem where conventional conveying falls 
materials. Moreover, Air Supported Belt Conveyors can convey 

short, thereby enabling new kind of plant design and 
materials at angles up to 25 degrees while the traditional conveying 

implementation that wasn't possible before. Bevcon Wayors in 
technologies can convey only up to a 16 degrees. Our Air Supported 

collaboration with multiple foreign companies has successfully 
Belt Conveyor are available in different sizes with widths up to 

brought “New Generation Conveying Systems / Techniques” to 
2200 mm and conveying capacities up to 3000 tons/hr.

the Indian market. This is a part of our range of Bulk Material 

Handling & Processing Solutions that we have been offering since 

two decades. We have successfully tied up with SBS Belting - UK Sandwich Snake Belt Conveyors are so named due to the manner in 

for Cleated Belt; DOS Santos International - USA for Sandwich which the material is 'sandwiched' between two rubber belts before 

Belt Conveyor and FMK - Poland for Stockyard Systems (Linear it is inclined at angles up to 90 degrees. Material is 'hugged' by the 

Stacker – Reclaimer, Wagon Tippler & Paddle Feeder). belts throughout the inclined section to ensure that it does not slide 

back down the incline, even if the conveyor trips. 

Air Supported Belt Conveyor overcomes many of the problems Sandwich Snake Belt Conveyor consists of two endless belt 

associated with standard roller-supported conveyors. The Air conveyors that share a common load carrying path. The top and 

Supported Belt Conveyor is an Air Cushion-Belt-Conveyor. In this bottom belts are independently driven and tensioned. Along the 
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Technology

carrying path the top and bottom belts are alternately supported 

against closely spaced troughing idlers. Radial pressure, due to belt 

tension and the curving profile, continuously hugs the material that 

is sandwiched between the two belts thus enabling material 

conveying vertically.

· Unlimited conveying capacity

· A system suitable for the most rugged mine applications, 

yet gentle on sensitive and friable materials.

· High availability and low operating and maintenance 

costs.

· Smooth surfaced belts allow continuous belt cleaning by 
Its significant advantages are: it prevents product degradation, no 

scrapers and plows. This also facilitates intermediate spillage with steep angle conveying, minimum maintenance & long 
material discharge by belt plows, as appropriate, before belt life, low power requirement & quiet smooth running.

and/or beyond the sandwiched part of the Snake profile.

· All conventional conveyor hardware insures economy 
The central function of stockyards in the field of bulk materials and fast delivery of replacement parts.
handling lies in the buffering, blending and storage between 
incoming and outgoing materials. 

Snakes are available in widely ranging profiles of C and S-Shape. In 
 A stacker is a large machine used in stockyard system. Its any case, a long bottom belt approach is possible to the sandwich 

function is to pile bulk material such as coal, limestone, ores and etc. entrance, and discharge may be on the high incline or may be after 
on to a stockpile.the extension of the carrying belt beyond the mouth of the sandwich.
 
Stackers are nominally rated for capacity in tonnes per hour (tph). 
They normally travel on a rail between stockpiles in the stockyard. 
A stacker can usually move in at least two directions: horizontally 

Cleated type Belt Conveyors, also named as High Angle or Steep along the rail and vertically by luffing (raising and lowering) its 
Angle Conveyors are used to transport products in bulk up to boom. Luffing of the boom minimises dust by reducing the distance 
inclines of 30 to 90 degrees. The pocket conveyor is employed that material such as coal, limestone, ores needs to fall to the top of 
extensively for many different applications. Pocket conveyors the stockpile. The boom is luffed upwards as the height of the 
comprise reasonably standard conveyor components and their stockpile increases. Some stackers can rotate the boom. This allows 
design follows widely accepted design principles. a single stacker to form two stockpiles, one on either side of the 

conveyor. Stackers are used to stack in different patterns, such as 
A sailent feature of cleated belt conveyor is our design which cone stacking and chevron stacking. 
provides for efficient product transfers in space constrains areas. All 
components of our conveyors are produced on state-of-the-art 
manufacturing equipment in collaboration with foreign companies.  A reclaimer is a large machine used in stockyard system 

applications. A reclaimer's function is to recover bulk material such 
as coal, ores and etc. from a stockpile. 

Reclaimers are volumetric machines and are rated in cubic meters 
per hour (m3/h) for capacity, which is often converted to tonnes per 
hour (tph) based on the average bulk density of the material being 
reclaimed. Reclaimers normally travel on a rail between stockpiles 
in the stockyard. A bucket wheel reclaimer can typically move in 
three directions: horizontally along the rail; vertically by "luffing" 
its boom and rotationally by slewing its boom. Reclaimers are 
generally electrically powered by means of a trailing cable.

Stacker-Reclaimer: As the name suggest is a single machine with 
dual function of stacking & reclaiming. Stacker-reclaimer machine 
have significantly less maintenance cost in comparison to 
individual stacker & reclaimer machines 

Advantages Snake Sandwich conveyors:

4. Stockyard System

Snake Sandwich Conveyor Profiles

Stacker:

3. Cleated Belt Conveyor

Reclaimer:
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Rotary Wagon Tippler:

Paddle Feeder

bunker. This helps to unload even the most 
cohesive and difficult flowing materials. 
Material collected from the table is 
continuously replaced by new material from 
top until whole bunker is emptied. Paddle 
feeder travels above and along conveyor so that 
the material collected from the table is dumped 
to the conveyor and transported further.

Bevcon-FMk paddle feeders use rack and 
pinion mechanism for traveling with hydraulic 
drive. Hydraulic system for the discharge 
wheel and the discharge arm is used as well. 
This makes ours paddle feeders very strong and 
reliable in use.

A power-operated structure for discharging / unloading coal or other 
material from railway wagons turning through 170 degrees known 
as Rotary Wagon Tippler.

The Bevcon-FMK barrel type wagon tippler is designed for 
unloading broad-gauge open railway by inverting the wagon on its 
own centre of gravity to the angle of
170 degrees, thereby discharging its content into bunker below the 
tippler. The tippler ensures handling of wagons, without any 
damage. The tippler consists of two
Circular rings a movable platform with travel rails and supports 
rollers. As the tippler starts rotating, the table with wagon tips on its 
axis to the tippler's side and 
rest on the side wall. Sidewall is lined with rubber pads throughout 
the length of the tippler, which reduces the pressure on wagon walls.

The wagons positioning system then places the loaded wagon inside 
the tippler. While the wagon is being unloaded, the wagon 
positioning system brings the next
Wagon closer to wagon tippler. Once emptied, the wagon is pushed 
out of the tippler & it is then replaces with loaded wagon.

One of the unique features of our systems is that its works purely on 
the basis of gravity thereby significantly reducing the operational 
cost in comparison to any other Hydraulic support system presently 
found in market.

One of the most critical equipments in stockyard system is the 
Paddle Feeder. Once the wagon discharges material into bunker, it 
helps to extract loose dump materials from bottom of the bunker 
table onto a belt conveying system underneath.

Paddle feeders are designed to unload different types of material. 
The discharge wheel is mounted on a hydraulic controlled arm that 
allows it to penetrate the material lying on the table deep inside the 

Sandwich Belt Conveyor

Wagon-Trippler
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Primary crushing plants 

for quarrying and in-pit 

crushing

Offering the world's widest range of 
mobile crushing plants

M

Unrivalled crushing capacity

Lokotrack's can be fitted with jaw or  impact crushers, with or 
without screens,  and equipped with closed circuit and 
discharge conveyors as required. Capacities range from 150 
to 2000 mtph (160 - 2200 stph). Take a closer look at 
Lokotrack Series mobile crushing plants – the leading brand  

etso's Mining and Construction Technology  has in mobile primary crushing.
pioneered the development of track mounted, fully mobile 
crushing plants. Serial  production of these self-propelled, 
track mounted units started 20 years ago. Today, Metso is the 
world leader in mobile  crushing, having delivered well over 

Lokotrack Series mobile crushing plants for primary crushing 3000  mobile, track-mounted crushing plants worldwide. The 
are built around the proven jaw and impact crusher concepts. Lokotrack Series is mainly  used in hard rock contracting, 
Since  the 1920s, Metso has installed over 10,000 jaw aggregate production, in-pit crushing and mining, recycling, 
crushers and over 1,000 impact crushers  worldwide. Full cement production and tunnel crushing. The Lokotrack 
mobility - less  trucking, more tracking The Lokotrack Series Series for primary crushing  represents a state-of-the-art 
mobile crushing plant is  based on the innovative idea of commitment to crushing know-how and quality. With a wide 
flexibly moving the equipment rather than the material.  With range of optional equipment available for each of the over 25 
track-mounted equipment, the need  for truck fleets is basic models, every  machine can be tailored to meet the 
dramatically reduced. LTs can always be moved within and specific requirements of virtually any application.  
between sites, which means lowered material transport 
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crushing process. The Lokotrack LT110 primary jaw 
plant is  designed to meet the challenges of today ís 
most demanding quarrying and inpit crushing 
applications. With a sufficient capacity  range of, 
easy transport, and quick set-up, it  is an excellent 
choice for any one- or multi-stage mobile crushing 
process.

Proven, high-production C110 jaw crusher  The 
LT110 is built around the Nordberg C110  jaw 
crusher from the popular C series, which  has 30 
years field-proven experience. The crusher has 
unique characteristics enabling it to crush even the 
hardest rock at a small, closed-side setting at high 
capacity. To meet your exact application 
requirement, the Lokotrack LT110 can be equipped 
alternatively with a high-capacity grizzly, a pan 
feeder/scalper, and a roller grizzly. For the best 

costs. Transportability can be further improved with special possible operator friendliness, the unit is equipped with one-
options like the bogie and split versions. Full mobile crushing button process start-up as well as a complete crushing 
equipment offers  considerable benefits, including less process contro l  and faul t  d iagnost ics system 
quarry traffic, less dust and noise and exhaust emissions. All incorporating the new IC700 intelligent controller.
this combines to create a safer and cleaner working 
environment. Features illustrating the ease of use and service 

include hydraulic locking of the hopper wall and a 
Lokotrack Series crushing plants are environmentally service platform below the feeder.
friendly, incorporating basic dust and noise reduction 
features. Low emission (Stage 2) diesel engines are used 
which meet the strictest environmental norms. Sturdy design 
to  meet the heaviest workload A strong undercarriage is key Lokotrack LT125 is the right choice for primary 
to the LT s  superior maneuverability. Metsos' design team crushing in quarry operations. Its heavy duty design 
employ state-of-the-art planning tools including 3D-design to guarantees years of reliable service. The LT125 can be 
develop robust, long-lasting parts without adding any operated as a standalone unit or in conjunction with 
unnecessary weight. All primary LTs have a robust secondary  and tertiary Lokotrack units as a multi-stage 
undercarriage and tracks for safe movement even in the most operation. It can also be combined with an LL Series mobile 
difficult terrain. It is also crucial that  the unit can be quickly conveyor system to eliminate truck haulage of the primary 
moved to safety  when blasting. crushed material. The nominal Nordberg C125 jaw crusher  

feed opening is 1250x950 mm (37x49 in). The 'Split' version 
provides rapid installation without cranes The LT125 'Split' is 

The LT Series is based upon Metso's extensive experience the ultimate primary  crusher for contracting purposes. This 
and process expertise and built with fi rst class components. special  version is equipped with hydraulic legs for 
Combined with our ISO9001 quality control system, a global dismantling the crusher and feeder units. The unit can be set 
after-sales network, online support  and prompt spare parts up within a matter of hours without any need for craneage. 
service, all this means that dependability is built into LTs. Like other LT Series mobile crushing plants, Lokotrack LT125 
There ś a Lokotrack  for every crushing process Lokotrack features the same proven components and options to 
series crushing plants have been  designed and developed guarantee the lowest cost per tonne in quarry operations.
on the basis of careful evaluation and analysis of end-user  
needs. Key design criteria have included the highest possible 
production rates and the lowest possible operating costs. 
Whether the priority requirement is high production capacity, 
good process adaptability, excellent cubicity or efficient 
recycle crushing, the Lokotrack primary range can provide 
the right answer.

The new generation mobile primary jaw  plant, Lokotrack 
LT110, combines constant high crushing capacity, a wide 
range of process options, and excellent operator-friendliness 
with the newest dust and noise reduction options. LT110 is at 
its best when there is a need to crush externally hard rock at 
the very minimum closed side setting. This typically  occurs 
when LT110 is used as the primary  unit in a two-stage 

Number One For Quarry Operations

High performance in compact size
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Reliability in big quarries and open pits Meeting the demanding quarrying 
applications

Lokotrack LT1315 - the new generation 
impactor plant 

application requirements, the Lokotrack 
LT1315 can be equipped with a pan 
feeder/scalper or optionally with a roller 
grizzly capable of handling the most 
viscous feed materials.

The Lokotrack LT1315 can be equipped 
with the optional, highly efficient two-deck 
screen and product conveyors. This 
enables production of one or two 
calibrated end products. When equipped 
with the circulation conveyor, the screen 
oversize fractions can be returned to the 
crusher.

The high capacity and robust design of the Lokotrack LT140 
make it particularly well suited for use in large quarries and in The Lokotrack LT1415 combines constant high crushing 
other open pit operations. It is the most widely used primary capacity, a broad range of process options and excellent 
unit in connection with LL Series mobile conveyors.  operator friendliness with the newest dust and noise 
Lokotrack LT140 incorporates the second  biggest jaw reduction options. Lokotrack LT1415 is designed to meet the 
crusher for mobile applications,  C140, with the following challenges of today's most demanding quarrying and in-pit 
superior features: a  big 1400x1070 mm (42 x 55 in) nominal crushing applications. With a sufficient capacity range for any 
feed  opening, an 2.1 metre (83 in.) fixed jaw and a  sturdy quarrying task, easy transport and quick set-up, its an 
structure perfect match with the mobile conveying system excellent choice for any single or multi stage primary and 
Lokotrack LT140 and LL are a perfect match with a proven secondary crushing process. High capacity NP1415 impact 
track record of effective cost reduction. Working together as a crusher The LTs are built around the powerful, proven 
mobile plant, Lokotrack LT140 and the LL Series mobile Nordberg NP Series impact crushers,  which can crush 
conveyor carry the material crushed by the primary unit via a medium hard rock types such as limestone as well as all rock-
field conveyor to secondary crushing. The LL conveyors can based recycled materials. The NP1415M crusher feature a 
follow the primary unit as it moves along the quarry face and large feed opening to avoid bridging, a unique triple-wedge 
can easily be moved to a safe distance from the face for hammer retention system for simple and quick locking of 
blasting. Given the easy maneuverability of the Nordberg LL wedges, and heavy duty construction for a long and reliable 
mobile conveyor, breaks in production caused by blasting are service 
minimised. Substantial savings can be achieved by life. 
introducing the LT system in place of dump truck haulage. 
This also means lower levels of dust and exhaust gas Two feeder and one two deck screen options available. To 
emissions as well as improved safety in the workplace. meet your precise application requirements, the Lokotrack 

LT1415 can be equipped with a pan feeder/scalper or 
optionally with a roller grizzly capable of handling the most 
viscous feed materials. The Lokotrack LT1415 can be 
equipped with the optional, highly efficient two-deck screen 
and product conveyors. This enables production of one or two The new generation Lokotrack LT1315 combine constant 
calibrated end products. When equipped with the circulation high crushing capacity, a broad range of process options and 
conveyor, the screen oversize fractions can be returned to the excellent operator-friendliness with the newest dust and 
crusher. Tier 3 meeting diesel as standard The Lokotrack noise reduction options. Lokotrack LT1315 is the ideal 
LT1415 is environmentally  probably the most advanced machine for high capacity contracting jobs due to the low 
mobile crushing plant ever built. As a standard feature, it has a transport height, which enables easy transport on a standard 
Tier 3 Cat diesel engine with low emission levels. The direct trailer. When equipped with the optional over band magnetic 
crusher drive allows the greatest power transmission separator and pan feeder below the crusher, trouble free 
efficiency.processing of recycled materials containing rebar is possible. 

Powerful NP1315 impact crusher The LTs are built around the 
powerful, proven Nordberg NP Series impact crushers, which 
can crush medium hard rock types such as limestone as well 
as all rock-based recycled materials.

The NP crushers feature a large feed opening to avoid 
bridging, a unique triple-wedge hammer retention system for 
simple and quick locking of wedges, and heavy-duty 
construction for a long and reliable service life. Two feeder 
and one screen option available. To meet your precise 
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JCB aims high 

with £45mn 

investment in six-

cylinder engine

JCB plans to begin production of six-cylinder engines with the 
addition of the JCB Dieselmax 672 to its engine line-up. The six-cylinder engine will be offered with ratings of 140kW, 

165kW, 190kW and with a maximum output of 225kW. 
The company points out that in just over eight years it has Maximum torque is 1,200Nm.
gone from a new entrant to engine manufacturing to a major 
global producer with a reputation for fuel efficiency and JCB says it has managed to produce an incredibly efficient 
innovation. engine in the Dieselmax 672, promising up to an 8% increase 

in fuel efficiency compared to previous engines in the JS 
The first engine rolled off the production line in the UK in excavator line. In testing, the 7.2litre engine has recorded a 
November 2004 and since then production has also extended specific fuel consumption of just 189g/kWh.
to JCB India’s headquarters  at Ballabgarh in the Faridabad 
District of Haryana, where the first engine was manufactured The six-cylinder engines will be built on a dedicated line at 
in 2011. To date more than 250,000 engines have been JCB Power Systems’ modern purpose-built facility in Foston, 
produced globally. The introduction of the new six-cylinder County Derbyshire, UK. In development for more than two 
engine represents an investment of around £45 million (€53 years, the engines have already completed more than 50,000 
million) and by the time it goes into full production, its launch hours of testing, 30,000 of which have been in machines 
will have created more than 50 new jobs. working in the field.

JCB Chairman Sir Anthony Bamford said: “In a relatively short The engines will also be offered as part of the company’s 
space of time we have become a major producer of engines OEM product line, for use in non-JCB machinery. “The six-
and today more than 70% of JCB’s machines are powered by cylinder Dieselmax 672 is the ultimate expression of our 
the engines we manufacture. The move into six cylinder Dieselmax engine design philosophy,” said Alan Tolley, 
engine production is a historic moment for our business and a director of engine programmes at JCB Power Systems.
natural step to take and we look forward to setting new 
standards in performance and fuel efficiency.” “Through the use of innovative engine design and 

technological development we have produced a reliable, 
The JCB Dieselmax 672 is based on the company’s highly durable and incredibly fuel efficient engine, that will go 
successful four-cylinder 4.8litre Dieselmax engine, with a on to power our larger equipment in many markets around the 
high degree of parts commonality across the two engine world.”
platforms. In production for more than eight years, with many 
engines running reliably after more than 20,000 hours of 
service around the world, the Dieselmax engine features In 2006, two four-cylinder Dieselmax engines successfully 
electronic control, Delphi common rail fuel injection and fixed powered JCB’s record-breaking Dieselmax car to a world 
geometry turbo charging. land speed record of 350mph (572.9km/hour) on the Salt 

Flats of Bonneville, USA. The engineering expertise involved 
Initially the Dieselmax 672 will be produced to meet Stage II in that successful record attempt has been invested in the 
emissions standards, for growth markets including Russia, development of this latest highly efficient addition to the JCB 
Brazil and China. The engine will be seen first in JCB’s JS360 engine family, says the company. 
crawler excavator for those territories, but will be used in 
additional machines as time progresses.
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PUBLISHER
John Chadwickwas Managing Editor of IM when its first issue came out in January 1984. A graduate Mining
Engineer, his working mining experience includes the nickel fields of Western Australia, tin mining in Cornwall and
Zambia’s Copperbelt. “Accuracy, accuracy, accuracy" is one of the editorial dictums John has always followed, along
with "write tight and write simple". Editorial space has always been at a premium so his aim has always been to get
as much useful information into each issue as possible. Now as Publisher, John continues to travel and visit mines
and mining events and write technical articles, as well as directing the magazine’s overall strategy, and that of
International Mining Project News. 

EDITOR 
Paul Moore has many years’ experience as a mining editor, including a period in New York reporting on North
American minerals operations. He also has a great deal of experience in organising and chairing technical
conferences for the international mining market. He has organised and directed conferences in South Africa, the US,
Mexico, Canada, Australia, Brazil and China and today is Conference Director of TEAM’s sister company International
Mining Events. Paul has a Geological Sciences BSc from Durham University as well as an MSc in Mineral Deposit
Evaluation from Imperial College in London. During his time at university he also spent four months carrying out
exploration fieldwork in 1996 and 1997 in Bolivia, first with Corriente Resources and then with Rio Tinto.

ASSOCIATE PUBLISHER
Prior to the relaunch of International Mining by TEAM Publishing in 2005, David Lansdowne spearheaded the sales

of World Mining, International Mining and Mining Magazine over the previous 25+ years. David, a member of the
Institute of Directors, and John have now worked together for over 30 years and travelled extensively together in
Europe, North America and Australia. In addition to adding his considerable experience and input to the magazine’s
overall strategy, David is now the key contact for Australian companies that wish to use International Mining as part
of their marketing campaigns.

INTERNATIONAL SALES DIRECTOR
Phil Playle was one of the key figures in the rebirth of International Mining and in his 10+ years has been the most
successful sales executive in the international mining business in recent years. His recent efforts in the eastern US and
Canada have born great fruit. He is also the key man in Europe. He travels widely in these areas that are his key
territories and along with John co-ordinates advertising sales globally. Phil has constant input into the magazines
‘look’ and facilitates editorial input.

PUBLISHING ASSISTANT
Emma Smith is one of the most important people in London if you are an advertiser in International Mining. Emma
co-ordinates all the advertising material and ensures the correct material goes to production. Emma also co-ordinates
all the mining events at which International Mining has a presence or is involved. Furthermore, should you have
questions about your copy of International Mining, she manages the circulation department.

WEBSITE CONTENT MANAGER
Our ‘man in Chicago’, Kevin Lapham, covers advertising sales for the American mid-west. But Kevin has another
talent – website content management. Kevin does a lot of the work for www.im-mining.com and is also responsible
for our weekly News Brief. If you are not receiving this and would like to, please contact newsletter@im-mining.com.
Kevin is another with many years’ experience of the mining technical press having worked with John and David for
over 20 years on Mining Magazine and from the launch on International Mining. 

PUBLISHING CONSULTANT
Robin Peachhas over 30 years’ experience in advertising, marketing and publishing and today keeps a close eye on
International Mining’s design, printing and distribution. Robin’s career has included the global advertising agency
Saatchi & Saatchi as well as running his own advertising agency. As well as IM, he is very involved, as Associate
Publisher, with sister publication International Forest Industries – again looking after design, printing and distribution,
as well as directing the advertising sales team and keeping a close eye on editorial.

EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR
Bob Warren extensive (30+ years) of marketing and publishing experience is an invaluable asset as he contributes
ideas to the future operations of the magazine. While his main focus is on International Forest Industries, his input 
to International Mining is considerable.

International Mining (today owned by TEAM Publishing) 
assembled the strongest possible, most experienced mining 
team around when it was first launched back in 1984. 
That policy has continued to this day…..
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Informed and in-depth editorial on the world mining industry
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